Letters to the editor
A bouquet for a
rose?
To begin, I must say that I am
pleased that TJ regarded my book
Biblical Classification of Life as
worthy
of a review.1
As a high school science teacher just
now underway on my masters work,
I realize that I have not entered into
the creation science dialogue packing
any weighty credential. As it is, Dr
Batten graciously regarded the book
as ‘one incredible, very original
book’, ‘thoroughly creationist in its
perspective, and well-written’. I put
a lot of hard work into this, and as
I’ve told some, I believe that God ‘lit
a fire under me’ to write it during a
busy season of family and professional
responsibilities. I am compelled,
however, to write this response to
several aspects of Batten’s review
that I would like to clarify. Keep in
mind that in writing a response that is
almost as long as the review itself, I
do not mean to express dissent; I have
much respect for the AiG ministry,
its publications, and scientists, and
simply want to make sure that I am
understood.
Batten expresses that I have
classified insects as ‘birds’. This is
not accurate. Rather, I have regarded
the Biblical term owph (translated as
‘fowl’ in the KJV and as ‘birds’ in most
translations—perhaps contributing
to the misunderstanding) to mean
‘flying creatures’, inclusive of both
birds and true insects. (Regarding
the misunderstanding, I should also
mention that I have recently come to
realize that the label ‘avian creatures’,
which I have used interchangeably with
‘flying creatures’, is a poor choice.) I
have stated that birds are distinct from
insects, as birds are specifically named
tsippowr in Scripture (a subset of
owph), and insects as owph that creep
(sherets) in Leviticus 11. Thus, insects
are not birds, but are created alongside
birds, unified in purpose as Day 5
flying creatures. (See ‘The Unified
Owph’ at <www.creationbydesign.c
om/articles> for a full explanation.)
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The implications of this word study
are simply this: the characteristic of
powered flight is the Biblical criterion
for grouping ‘creatures of the sky’—a
Biblical ‘phylum’ if you will. Modern
classification, by widely separating
insects (arthropods) and birds
(chordates), places a greater value
on body structure than on flight itself.
Batten considers this a ‘functional,
rather than “natural” ’ classification,
but what makes the function of flight
any less ‘natural’ than other aspects
of an organism’s anatomy? Indeed,
an endoskeleton, warm-bloodedness,
and capacity for powered flight are all
natural. Yet the capacity for flight is
the Biblical priority—God spoke out
the creative ‘movement’ on Day 5
according to this criterion.
Batten wonders ‘would a flying fish
be a sea creature or a “bird”?’ adding
that it is designed to do both. Certainly,
an organism that shares attributes of
both major groups of Day 5 creatures
(water and sky) may be an enigma. But
the point of the BCL is that it must be,
in essence and in its original placement
on the planet, either one or the other.
The flying fish doesn’t exhibit powered
flight, and it possesses both fins and
scales (as specified in Leviticus 11
and Deuteronomy 14), so it would be
clearly defined as an aquatic creature.
Likewise, Batten did not distinguish
gliding and powered flight in mammals
or reptiles (I do not regard all of these
as ‘birds’), or mention that I include
the bat among ‘birds’ (again owph
which includes all flying creatures) in
the BCL primarily because it is stated
as such in Leviticus 11 and Deuter
onomy 14.
Batten disagrees with my basic
assumption ‘that modern classification
is basically evolutionary and that it is
therefore incompatible with Biblical
Creation’. I think he made some
excellent comments about the nonevolutionary potential of classifying
according to biological similarities (as
per Linnaeus’ intentions). Yet I still
contend that the modern approach to
biosystematics (even in the more
objective cladistics manner) plays
into the hand of evolutionary ideas,

and that a scheme based on the original
Creation is a higher ontological
pursuit. Just because sound cladistics
may contradict some evolutionary
phylogenies doesn’t mean that this
will bring us closer to the Biblical
truth. For example, it may distance
humans farther from primates, but
will still regard us as animals. Batten
considers the BCL ‘of interest for
Biblical study, but not much use for
developing a creationist taxonomy’.
Should not a creationist approach be,
first of all, Biblical?
While it is true that I have
delved into some areas that could be
contentious (creatures and the afterlife,
and angels), and made some assump
tions about eschatology (millennial
kingdom), my comments about souland spirit-life in creatures are wellstudied and supported Biblically. I
do not attribute spirit-life to creatures
based only on their description as living
souls (chayyah nephesh), as Batten
suggested toward the end of the review.
Rather, I have indicated that spirit, or
breath life (ruwach) is a subset of soul
life (nephesh). That is, all creatures
have nephesh life (distinguishing
them from vegetation), but not all
have ruwach life in addition.
Finally, I wish to speak to the
statement that ‘the book is based on
a confusion of categories’. I agree
that classification schemes can vary
in accordance with their purposes,
and that trees or fruits (as exemplified
in Batten’s review) can indeed be
categorized logically, consistently,
and practically in many valid ways.
Yet just as one who classifies fruits
according to climate (tropical, subtropical, temperate) has not confused
the matter of their biological formation
(simple-dry, simple-fleshy, aggregate,
multiple), I, by classifying according
to Biblical Creation criteria have not
confused other criteria. Like anyone
with a classification purpose, I have
chosen my criteria and made cate
gorical decisions based upon them. I
have not made exceptions, or mixed
my criteria. My contention is that
when a Biblical creationist applies
criteria that generate non-Biblical
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groupings, that constitutes a confusion
of categories.
My thanks go to Dr Batten for
taking the time to review my work,
for pointing out an error (my use of
‘polyploidy’), and for not pointing out
a number of other genuine errors that
might have sidetracked the review. I
am aware that revisions and improve
ments must eventually come. I do
hope, however, that rather than to be
skeptical of a Biblical classification
scheme’s usefulness to biology,
Batten and others will remain open
to the possibility that this is a logical
extension of baraminology, providing a
framework for an origins-based sorting
of the Kinds. If Kinds, or holobaramin,
are indeed discontinuous biological
units of Creation (not ancestrally
related to each other), then we should
reconsider our practice of grouping
these discontinuous units according
to anatomical continuities, rather than
according to the discrete groupings laid
out in Scripture. My exhortation in this
area was echoed by Richard Sternberg
at the Discontinuity Conference, which
I attended.2 He challenged creationists
to avoid evolutionary terms, and
advocated the development of an
alternate vocabulary.
Chard Berndt
Filer, Idaho
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The crimes of Galileo
I found Dr Schirrmacher’s article in
CEN Tech. J. 14(1) most interesting and
enlightening. However, I am perplexed
by a statement he made regarding the
charges brought against Galileo. He
writes (p. 97, para. 3):
‘The Court of Inquisition did
TJ 16(2) 2002

not accuse Galileo of teaching
against the Bible, but of disobeying a papal decree.’
However, the actual charges
brought against Galileo say otherwise:

This we say, pronounce, sentence,
declare, order and reserve by this
or any other better manner or form
that we reasonably can or shall
think of. So we the undersigned
Cardinals pronounce:
F. Cardinal of Ascoli
B. Cardinal Gessi
G. Cardinal Bentivoglio
F. Cardinal Verospi
Fr. D. Cardinal of Cremona
M. Cardinal Ginetti
Fr. Ant. s Cardinal of. S.
Onofrio.’

1

‘We say, pronounce, sentence
and declare that you, Galileo, by
reason of these things which have
been detailed in the trial and which
you have confessed already, have
rendered yourself according to
this Holy Office vehemently suspect of heresy, namely of having
held and believed a doctrine that
is false and contrary to the divine
and Holy Scripture: namely that
Sun is the centre of the world and
does not move from east to west,
and that one may hold and defend
as probable an opinion after it has
been declared and defined contrary
to Holy Scripture. Consequently,
you have incurred all the censures
and penalties enjoined and promul
gated by the sacred Canons and all
particular and general laws against
such delinquents. We are willing to
absolve you from them provided
that first, with a sincere heart and
unfeigned faith, in our presence
you abjure, curse and detest the
said errors and heresies, and every
other error and heresy contrary to
the Catholic and Apostolic Church
in the manner and form we will prescribe to you. Furthermore, so that
this grievous and pernicious error
and transgression of yours may
not go altogether unpunished, and
so that you will be more cautious
in future, and an example for o
thers to abstain
from delinquencies of this sort,
we order that the book Dialogue
of Galileo Galilei be prohibited by
public edict. We condemn you to
formal imprisonment in this Holy
Office at our pleasure. As a salutary
penance we impose on you to recite
the seven penitential psalms once
a week for the next three years.
And we reserve to ourselves the
power of moderating, commuting,
or taking off, the whole or part of
the said penalties and penances.

Andrew Kulikovsky
Stockholm
SWEDEN
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See <galileo.imss.firenze.it/museo/a/esenten.
html>.

Protein families
As a molecular biologist, I read
with interest Truman and Heisig’s
recent article.1 I had been pondering
over this type of study a number of
months ago, but had no idea of how
I would even begin to estimate con
straints related to function and correct
protein folding. I wanted to estimate
how unlikely it would have been for
the proposed evolutionary bacteria to
have spontaneously arisen based on
DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase,
some sort of tRNA loading enzyme,
plus DNA encoding these com
ponents. If one imagined this floating
in a nutrient rich pool, one could even
forgo metabolic enzymes and packag
ing and just call the pool itself a life
form if it could make more of each
component. However according to this
reported cytochrome c model, there
would be more than enough problems
even getting the DNA right for one of
the enzymes, let alone spontaneous
generation of the first proteins to
transcribe/translate the DNA. This
paper is an elegant demonstration of
how, if the earth were treated as a
giant test tube, sporting paranormal
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